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If you had 5 things to focus on in order 
to build classrooms that produce 

students who are powerful thinkers, 
what would they be? 

My answer will be the “Teaching for 
Robust Understanding” (TRU) 

Framework.

My goal for today and tomorrow (CCME3 
Conference) is to explore this issue:



I will go into detail into the 
framework, tools we have built, and 

our attempts to build supportive 
professional cultures. I will raise look 
for points of similarity and difference 

with what I know of Chinese 
pedagogical culture. 

Tomorrow…



I will start by framing the big questions, 
and show you how the framework 

evolved. I will raise a number of issues 
related to its origins, including how 

general a framework built with Western 
cultural assumptions might be. 

Today…



My Long-Term Goal:

Building Classrooms that 
produce students who are 

Powerful Thinkers



I began with problem solving:

This has been a 45-year project!



From 1975 to 1985

I developed a theory of proficiency in 
problem solving indicating that the 
following determine success or failure:

• The knowledge base
• Problem solving strategies
• Monitoring and self-regulation
• Belief systems.

You may recognize this…





It took another 20 years to understand 
teaching and, more generally, 

decision-making.

But that’s about individuals and learning. 
What about understanding teaching?





The question is, how do we focus 
effectively on the environment, and on 

the student experience? Can we use the 
framework to improve instruction?

To do so a framework must be coherent 
and focused on the right things.

But that just focuses on one (essential) 
member of the classroom.



If you had 5 things to focus on in order 
to build classrooms that produce 

students who are powerful thinkers, 
what would they be?

That’s why I start with this big question:



Why 5 (or fewer)?

It’s as many as most people can keep in 
mind. (In fact, it may be too many to work 
on at one time.)
If you have 20, you might as well have 
none. People can’t keep that many things 
in their heads, and long check lists don’t 
help. What matters is what people can act 
on, in teaching and coaching.



What properties should those 5 
things have?

They’re all you need (there’s nothing 
essential missing).
They each have a certain “integrity” and 
can be worked on in meaningful ways.
Their framing supports professional 
growth.



So, I will take you on a brief tour of 
some years of unsuccessful research.

But I didn’t know that was the question to 
ask when I began the research.



There are lots of frameworks.
• Framework for Teaching (or FFT, developed by Charlotte 
Danielson of the Danielson Group),
• Classroom Assessment Scoring System (or CLASS , developed by 
Robert Pianta, Karen La Paro, and Bridget Hamre at UVA
• Protocol for Language Arts Teaching Observations (or PLATO, 
developed by Pam Grossman at Stanford University),
• Mathematical Quality of Instruction (or MQI, developed by 
Heather Hill of Harvard University)
• UTeach Teacher Observation Protocol (or UTOP, developed by 
Michael Marder and Candace Walkington at the University of 
Texas-Austin).
• Instructional Quality Assessment, IQA, developed by the 
University of Pittsburgh.

Will the (Western) literature help?



They all focus on important things, but 
they’re all partial, or scattered, or have too 
many random parts; in some way or other 
none are close enough to use.
They get at different things.
So, we needed to build our own.
Here’s our first try, in outline form.

Actually, No.



It was impossible because of the detail we needed:

We tried coding lessons, focusing on these things:





There were codes
For teacher, students,

And task along
All the dimensions.
It was unworkable.



We tried again, simplifying by looking 
at “Events of Interest.” That got 
complex very fast…



So we 
abandoned 
that 
approach as 
well.


Introduction

		How to Use ACTION (Algebra Classroom Teaching Instrument for Observing Norms)

		Note (2-13-11): This sheet is copied from the old scheme and will need to be updated for ACTION 2.0







		The ACTION scheme is meant to be used in real time. It is based on the assumption that mathematics classroom activities typically occur in one of four "modes" or activity structures: Task Introduction (TI), whole class Mathematical Discussions (MD), Student Work Time in Small Groups (SWT-SG), and Individual Student Work Time (SWT-I). Episodes where the codes do not seem to be appropriate descriptors are coded SDA (scheme doesn't apply.) More extended characteriztions of these four modes are given in the sheet "description of modes."

		In class, the coder fills out the in-lesson notes. These are a chronological record of what happened, coded with: time stamp; indication of classroom mode (activity structure), and a brief qualitative description of what took place.

		After the lesson is over, the observer converts the qualitative observations from the in-lesson notes into a quantitative series of ratings, in the Overall Scoring Sheet. Separate occurrences of each ode are scored separately: thus if the teacher led the class in whole-class mathematcal discussions three separate times, scores would be assigned for MD (1), MD (2), and MD (3). Some post-lesson summary scores are also assigned, possibly after a lesson debrief with the teacher. Rubrics for assigning scores ar given in the five tabs corresponding to the four modes and post-lesson review.



		Given that we are coding for "teaching for robust student understanding," some of the scoring rubrics are grounded in our "Robustness Criteria" - criteria for robust student understanding of mathematics. See the "Robustness Criteria" tab for elaboration.



		This ACTION packet contains the following sheets:

		     This Introduction (How to use ACTION)

		     Modes - descriptions of the classroom modes or activity structures

		     Robustness Criteria - for students' robust understanding of mathematics

		     TI  -  Task Introduction Rubric

		     MD  -  whole class mathematical discussions Rubric

		     SWT-SG  -  Student work time in small groups Rubric

		     SWT-I  -  Individual Student Work Time Rubric

		     P-L  -  Post-Lesson Evaluations Rubric

		     In-lesson notes sheet

		     Summary scoring sheet



		Note: As this scheme is still very much a work in process, the current scoring sheet has spaces for raters' notes on the degree to which the ratings seem to be a good fit with what actually happened.





















Robustness Criteria 2.0

		ACTION 2.0

		Robustness Criteria



		1. Navigate Language 

		2. Identifying Relevant Quantities 



		3. Represent Relevant Quantities

		a.       Articulate Mathematical Relationships Between Quantities 

		b.     Generate Representations 

		c.      Interpret or Make Connections Between Representations 



		4.  Solve the Problem 

		a.      Make Calculations or Execute Procedures 

		b.     Attend to the Problem Context to Check the Plausibility of Results or Make Sense of Quantities 



		5.  Justify/Explain Reasoning





EoI - Part 1

		ACTION 2.0

		Events of Interest

		Part 1: Classroom Context		Event #		Description of Event

		A. Lesson Goal		1		Teacher explicitly states lesson goals

				2		Teacher writes down lesson goals

				3		Time not spent on achieving lesson goals (tally time spent on administrative, or discipline issues, mathematics that does not relate to lesson goals.)

		B. Processes		4		Teacher explicitly specifies the product

				5		Teacher provides guidelines on how to work on the task (small group, individual, etc)

				6		Teacher specifies amount of time alloted to work on task

				7		Teacher states expected qualitites of work (see IQA)

		C. Classroom Climate		8		Teacher manages behavioral disruptions 

				9		Students participate in small group work (see rubric)

				10		Students participate in discussion (see rubric and IQA)

		D. Task as Written		11		The task requires students to (1) navigate the language, (2) identify and relate relevant quantities, (3) Represent quantities (4) Solve problem, (5) Explain reasoning





EoI - Part 2

		ACTION 2.0

		Events of Interest

		Part 2: General Mathematics		Event #		Description of Event

		A. Big Ideas/ Mathematical robustness		1		Teacher highlights a mathematically central idea (how and why it works).

				2		Teacher makes a superficial/trivial attempt to highlight a mathematical idea.

		B. Mathematical Accuracy		3		Teacher makes a significant mathematical error.

				4		Teacher makes a minor mathematical error.

		C. Scaffolding		5		Teacher provides scaffolding that helps students who are stuck without compromising the mathematics.

				6		Teacher trivializes the task by providing an explicit procedure.

		D1. Teacher presses for student reasoning		7		Teacher presses for accuracy or asks students to provide evidence for claims.

				8		Teacher makes a superficial/formulaic attempt to ask students to provide evidence.

		D2. Students explain and press for explanations		9		Student provides appropriate evidence for a claim.

				10		Student provides superficial evidence for a claim.

		E. Use of student ideas (a.k.a. formative assessment		11		Teacher elicits student ideas and pursues correct reasoning to deepen understanding, or incorrect reasoning to help correct misunderstandings.

				12		Teacher makes a superficial/trivial attempt to elicit student ideas, but does not productively use them.





EoI - Part 3

		ACTION 2.0

		Events of Interest

		Part 3: CAT-specific Events		Sub-Category		Event #		Description of Event

		A. Navigating Language				1		Participants rephrase/reword the problem context to put it in more kid-friendly language.

						2		Teacher checks that students understand non-mathematical vocabulary.

						3		Teacher checks that students understand mathematical vocabulary.

						4		Evie: use of reading strategies, students being asked to read aloud or in small groups, word walls, use of personal dictionaries, sentence frames, sentence starters

		B. Identifying Relevant Quantities				5		Teacher asks questions that call students attention to relevant quantities (e.g., What is the problem asking you to find? or What does the problem give you?)

						6		Evie: Students connect quantities, operations, relationships, and calculations to reasoning around context.

						7		Evie: Students make sense of the quantities required to solve the problem.

						8		Evie: Students articulate goals or strategies for solving problem connected to reasoning around context.

		C. Representing Relevant Quantities		C-1. Articulating Mathematical Relationships Between Quantities		9		Participants make explicit connections between inputs and outputs (vs. relying on recursive rules).

						10		Participants engage in qualitative sense-making of relationships between quantities.

						11		Participants reference a family/families of functions and their features.

				C-2. Generating Representations		12		Kim: Students choose which representation to use

						13		Kim/Dan: Students construct a representation (e.g., equation, graph, table).

						14		Bob: Teacher asks the students to construct a representation / The task requires students to construct a representation.

						15		Alan: The representation is tied in a meaningful or useful way to the context of the problem.

				C-3. Interpreting or Making Connections Between Representations		16		Participants move between representations.

						17		Participants use representations to solve contextual problems.

						18		Participants compare the advantages and/or limitations of various representations.

						19		Evie: participants make connections among representations (it's not just comparing representations, like "I like the table better than a graph"; it's about seeing how the rate of change, for example, shows up in the table and in the graph)

		D. Solving the Problem		D-1. Making Calculations or Executing Procedures		20		Bob: Teacher emphasizes arithmetical accuracy or providing opportunities for students to do calculations correctly (providing resources, etc.)

						21		Participants solve an equation for a variable.

						22		Participants use algebraic techniques to solve systems of equations (substitution, elimination, etc. vs. guess-and-check)

				D-2. Attending to the Problem Context to Check the Plausibility of Results or Making Sense of Quantities 		23		Participants orally reference the problem context in explaining their workOr Participants reference the problem context in explaining their work in writing.

		E. Justifying and Explaining Reasoning				24		?????

						25		?????



		REPRESENTATIONS CHECKLIST		What types of representations were used in this lesson?

				Graphs

				Tables

				Equations

				Diagrams/pictures

				Verbal descriptions

				Evie: have a pentagon where you are checking off what representations were used, and drawing lines between nodes





Example Part 3 Rubric
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We listed hundreds of things that were 
important to notice. We incorporated 
everything from the literature and our 

observations…  

Every approach we took resulted in our 
looking at a large amount of detail.



Here’s a closer
Look…


ACTION 4.1 (beta)

		ACTION 4.1 2011-11-3



		#		Facet



		A		Giving Directions (for Individual or Group Work)						*Setting Process Expectations*				* Setting Product Expectations*

								1		Teacher tells students to get started without setting process expectations.		1		Teacher tells students to get started without setting product expectations.

								2		Teacher sets process expectations (e.g., amount of time for task, how students should organize themselves).		2		Teacher sets expectations about final product  (e.g., by providing a scoring rubric, showing examples of high quality work).

								3		Teacher engages students in mutually setting process expectations.		3		Teacher engages students in mutually setting expectations for final product.



		B		Summarizing the Math Discussed						Who is Doing the Summarizing?				What is the Nature of the Math Being Summarized?

								1				1

								2				2

								3				3



		C		Connecting to Prior Knowledge						Who is Involved in Creating the Connections to Prior Knowledge?				What is the Nature of the Math Being Connected?

								1				1

								2				2

								3				3



		D		Positioning Students Relative to Task						 Who is Being Positioned as Capable of Doing the Math?				How/Why is the Math Being Learned Relevant/Useful?				What Does it Take to Be Successful in Math?

								1		Teacher tells students to work on task but doesn't position them relative to the task.		1		Mathematics is not emphasized as important/relevant to students.		1		Teacher doesn't emphasize effort over ability.

								2		Teacher positions students as capable of working on a difficult task, but addresses students in a general way (e.g., you guys can do this).		2		Teacher talks about the importance of mathematics for students in a general sense (e.g., you guys really need to know this).		2		Teacher emphasizes the importance of effort.

								3		Teacher is explicit in positioning ALL students as capable of working on the task (e.g., multiple ability treatment).		3		Utility of math is addressed specifically (e.g. students are positioned as having mathematical futures).		3		Teacher emphasizes the importance of effort AND the need to be persistent in the face of difficulty.



		E		Teacher Exposition of Mathematical Ideas						[Incorporating Ideas from Class Discussion into Exposition]				[Depth/Quality of the Math in the Exposition]

								1		Teacher ignores or dismisses student reasoning.		1

								2		Teacher acknowledges contribution but doesn't actively incorporate it into the lesson (e.g., that's an interesting idea, but we're not working on that now).		2

								3		Teacher incorporates and builds on student reasoning to move the lesson forward		3



		F		Discussing Mathematical Ideas/Reasoning						[Facilitating Discussion Participants]				[Eliciting Student Reasoning]				[How Student Responses are Taken Up]				[Encouraging Multiple Solution Paths]				[Considering Correct Ideas Not Aligned to Lesson Goals]

								1		Only the first student that raises his/her hand is the one that gets called on.		1		Teacher does not attempt to further explicate student's thinking.		1				1		The task/introduction strongly suggests a single solution path.		1

								2		Beyond the first student, at least one other student who raised his/her hand gets called on to respond to a given question.		2		Teacher attempts to explain/re-phrase the students' thinking.		2				2		The task/introduction affords multiple potential solution paths.		2

								3		Teacher uses techniques to actively engage students who do not volunteer (e.g., wait time, popsicle sticks, cold calling).		3		Teacher probes student to further explicate his/her strategy/thinking.		3				3		The task/introduction encourages/requires multiple solution paths and/or the contrast of different solutions.		3



		G		Monitoring Whole Class Understanding - INFORMAL						How Deep was the Math Being Assessed?				How Many Students are We Getting Data From?				What Does the Teacher Do with This Information?

								1		The monitoring only involved checking answers (i.e., "How many of you got 3/4 for #17?")		1				1

								2		The monitoring had to do with assessing students' execution of a mathematical procedure.		2				2

								3		The monitoring asked students to explain their reasoning or answer a why question.		3				3



		H		Monitoring Whole Class Understanding - FORMAL						How Deep was the Math Being Assessed?				How Many Students are We Getting Data From?

								1		The monitoring only involved checking answers (i.e., "How many of you got 3/4 for #17?")		1

								2		The monitoring had to do with assessing students' execution of a mathematical procedure.		2

								3		The monitoring asked students to explain their reasoning or answer a why question.		3



		I		Student Seeks to Clarify Mathematical Ideas/Reveals Confusion						How Cognitively Demanding is the Response?				How Cognitively Demanding is the Student's Question?				How is the Question Taken Up?

								1		Teacher ignores or dismisses the question.		1		The student asks about whether an answer is correct or not (i.e., a "WHAT" question) or a non-specific question (e.g., "I don't know how to get started!")		1		Acknowledged but not responded to.

								2		Teacher gives an explanation directly answering the student's question.		2		The student asks a specific question about HOW to do a procedure.		2		Answered by teacher.

								3		Teacher engages the student/class in answering the question (e.g., acting as a guide).		3		The student asks WHY something works.		3		Students engaged in answering it.



		J		Scaffolding the Mathematics in the Tasks						[Maintaining Cognitive Demand]				[Providing a Variety of Entry Points]

								1				1

								2				2

								3				3

















		?		Leftover FCs						* Handling Student Reasoning *				*Nature of Student's Idea*				*Students' Opportunity to Engage the Task*				*Nature of Teacher's Solicitations*

								1		Teacher dismisses student's nascent strategy and tells the student to use the target strategy (e.g., that's fine, but today we want to practice X)		1		Most of the student responses during this chunk consisted of only single-word responses (e.g., IRE).		1		Teacher solves the task for students before they have a chance to engage it.		1		Most of the teacher's solicitations during this chunk consisted of IRE-style questioning.

								2		Teacher explains why it is more desirable to use the target strategy (e.g. in this case using strategy X will help us find the solution more easily).		2		Most of the student responses during this chunk consisted of procedures (possibly including an answer) for how to solve a problem.		2		Students are handed the task and are told to get started with no teacher intervention.		2		Most of the teacher's solicitations during this chunk were of a procedural nature (i.e., how students solved a problem).

								3		Teacher tries to pose questions or re-frame the task so as to motivate the need for the target strategy.		3		Most of the student responses during this chunk consisted of extended explanations (multiple sentences with a reason).		3		Teacher engages students in brainstorming possible approaches to the task without explicitly showing them how to do it.		3		Most of the teacher's solicitations during this chunk asked students to explain why their answer/procedure makes sense.



		L		Navigating a Task's Language or Context						*Who Does the Navigating*				N/A				*Opportunity to Engage Task as Written*

								1		Teacher does not check if students are comfortable with the language or problem context.		1				1		Teacher boils the language or context out of the task, leaving only the quantities needed to get an answer.		1

								2		Teacher checks if students are comfortabel with the language or problem context, but does the work for the kids (e.g., defines unfamiliar words for students, paraphrases the problem context).		2				2		N/A		2

								3		Students and teachers work collaboratively to build students' understanding of the language or context in the problem.		3				3		Teacher gives students an opportunity to work with the task as stated.		3



		M		Building a Situation Model						* Who Builds the Model *				N/A				N/A

								1		Teacher tells students which quantities are relevant to solving the problem but doesn't explain why they are relevant/important.		1				1				1

								2		Teacher explains why certain quantities are relevant to solving the problem.		2				2				2

								3		Teacher engages students in a discussion about which quantities are relevant to solving the problem and how they are related.		3				3				3



		N		Interpreting a Representation						N/A				N/A				* Interpreting/Connecting Representations *

								1				1				1		Participants only talk about parts of a representation, but not what they mean (e.g., this is called the x-axis, this is called the y-axis).		1

								2				2				2		Participants analyze parameter changes within a single representation		2

								3				3				3		Participants make connections between different types of representations		3



		O		Generating a Representation						* Who Generates? *				* Autonomy in Generation *				N/A

								1		Teacher generates a representation but doesn't explain how/why the representation comes about.		1		The task/teacher tells what representation to use.		1				1

								2		Teacher generates the representation but explains how/why he/she does so.		2		A representation is chosen, but there is no real discussion on why it is appropriate.		2				2

								3		Participants work cooperatively to generate a representation.		3		Participants determine which representation would be most appropriate to generate.		3				3



		P		Performing Calculations						* Accuracy During Calcuations *				N/A				* Justifying Results *

								1		Participants make calculations without any means of checking accuracy.		1				1		There is no justification of results.		1

								2		Teacher emphasizes calculational accuracy (e.g., be sure to be careful with negative signs here).		2				2		The teacher provides an explanation relating to context/checking calculations to justify the answer.		2

								3		Participants discuss techniques that can be used during calculations to check accuracy.		3				3		Participants work together to check the solution after it has been reached.		3



















































































































































































Key for Dimensions

		KEY		Dimensions of Teaching for Robust Student Understanding

				Rich Math

				Cognitive Demand

				Access

				Accountability / Authority

				Formative Assessment

				Algebra-Specific Stuff





Robustness Criteria

		Criteria for Teaching that Leads to Robust Student Understanding (tentative, as of 2011-10-11)

		When mathematics teaching in algebra is of the type that leads to robust student understanding:

		1. It focuses on robust mathematical thinking. The emphasis is on mathematics that is deep and connected, which requires sense making rather than procedures, and has a high cognitive demand. This type of mathematics is connected, sensible, and useful.

		2. It provides all students access to engage mathematics. Not only does the teaching target all students, but it makes expectations explicit for all learners. This also includes providing all learners access to positive mathematics identities, so that they can see themselves as doers of mathematics.

		3. The teacher supports students to do the reasoning, rather than reasoning for them. Students have opportunities to make sense of the mathematics for themselves, and construct explanations of the mathematics for themselves and others.

		4. It is diagnostic (i.e., rooted in student reasoning, through formative assessment). The teacher elicits, challenges, and builds upon student reasoning, and uses it to guide the lesson.

		5. Algebra is used as a tool for modeling situations. Students navigate the language of a situation to build a mathematical model of it, by representing the relevant quantities with appropriate algebraic representations.





How we View Interactions

		In order to score a lesson, we need to break it into manageable chunks.



		1. Episodes segment lessons temporally.

		2. Facets describe what types of activity are going on during an episode (this is neutral - we aren't making statements about what is and isn't important yet)

		3. Facet characteristics tell us how to score the types of activity taking place.





Guidelines for Coding

		How are we chunking episodes?

		1. An episode ends when the class moves to a new part of the problem

		2. An episode ends if a new mathematical idea/strategy is being talked about

		3. An episode ends if the class moves from whole class to small group (or vice versa)

		4. An episode can be anywhere from about 45 sec - about 5 min (all of them might not be the same duration)

		5. Episodes might have themes: teacher presents the task, students ask for clairification or elaboration, 

		How are we coding within a particular episode?

		1. Determine which facets apply.

		2. The rubrics (the 1-2-3's) for a given Facet get coded just once for a given episode

				e.g., if there were 3 instances of Facet G in a episode, the rubrics for Facet G would only get coded one time

		1. For example, for "Deciding who gets called on," you'd mark that each time a kid gets called on

		What's the deal with the Situations?

		1. We aren't using Situations anymore to chunk out the lesson

		A bit question - will there always be video - might we need an additional pass. 

		How are we going to count this stuff?

		1. Counting the # of instances of Episodes that contain particular Facets

		2. Looking at the scores of the Facet Characteristics/Rubrics (i.e., how many 3's, 2's, and 1's of Facet B were there?)

		3. Looking at the proportion of Facets and how they scored (i.e., One lesson had 6 instances of Facet B, and the majority of them were high quality (3's))





Rationale behind Re-design

		As of July 1, 2011:

		What is the design rationale behind the ACTION 3.1 prototyping work?

		The re-design of ACTION is intended to address 2 big pieces of feedback came out of the Advisory Board meeting in June:

		1. The current version of ACTION only records the (presumed) ideal types of classroom activity. That approach won't allow us to capture VARIATION (i.e., what the middle-of-the-road teacher is doing). 

		2. The current version of ACTION focuses solely on teacher moves. However, classroom activity is also about how STUDENTS take up those moves. Our scheme should capture the INTERACTIONAL nature of classroom activity.

		How are we re-thinking the EoIs?

		Currently, the EoIs are events to be checked off. After our first meeting, we are thinking about re-framing them as "situations" to pay attention to, in which 3 or 4 different scenarios might play out. What we'd be checking off now is 1 of those several scenarios.

		What are the implications for our scoring rubrics?

		Currently, the EoIs are tallied and bundled, and the total score is used to generate a rubric score from 1 -> 4 for a given EoI bundle. This was always considered a temporary solution that might require a more sophisticated approach...We've started talking about some possibilities for how we might need to rework the link between EoIs and the Scoring Rubrics. There are a few ideas on the table but nothing concrete yet.








ACTION 4.1 (beta)

		ACTION 4.1 2011-11-3



		#		Facet



		A		Giving Directions (for Individual or Group Work)						*Setting Process Expectations*				* Setting Product Expectations*

								1		Teacher tells students to get started without setting process expectations.		1		Teacher tells students to get started without setting product expectations.

								2		Teacher sets process expectations (e.g., amount of time for task, how students should organize themselves).		2		Teacher sets expectations about final product  (e.g., by providing a scoring rubric, showing examples of high quality work).

								3		Teacher engages students in mutually setting process expectations.		3		Teacher engages students in mutually setting expectations for final product.



		B		Summarizing the Math Discussed						Who is Doing the Summarizing?				What is the Nature of the Math Being Summarized?

								1				1

								2				2

								3				3



		C		Connecting to Prior Knowledge						Who is Involved in Creating the Connections to Prior Knowledge?				What is the Nature of the Math Being Connected?

								1				1

								2				2

								3				3



		D		Positioning Students Relative to Task						 Who is Being Positioned as Capable of Doing the Math?				How/Why is the Math Being Learned Relevant/Useful?				What Does it Take to Be Successful in Math?

								1		Teacher tells students to work on task but doesn't position them relative to the task.		1		Mathematics is not emphasized as important/relevant to students.		1		Teacher doesn't emphasize effort over ability.

								2		Teacher positions students as capable of working on a difficult task, but addresses students in a general way (e.g., you guys can do this).		2		Teacher talks about the importance of mathematics for students in a general sense (e.g., you guys really need to know this).		2		Teacher emphasizes the importance of effort.

								3		Teacher is explicit in positioning ALL students as capable of working on the task (e.g., multiple ability treatment).		3		Utility of math is addressed specifically (e.g. students are positioned as having mathematical futures).		3		Teacher emphasizes the importance of effort AND the need to be persistent in the face of difficulty.



		E		Teacher Exposition of Mathematical Ideas						[Incorporating Ideas from Class Discussion into Exposition]				[Depth/Quality of the Math in the Exposition]

								1		Teacher ignores or dismisses student reasoning.		1

								2		Teacher acknowledges contribution but doesn't actively incorporate it into the lesson (e.g., that's an interesting idea, but we're not working on that now).		2

								3		Teacher incorporates and builds on student reasoning to move the lesson forward		3



		F		Discussing Mathematical Ideas/Reasoning						[Facilitating Discussion Participants]				[Eliciting Student Reasoning]				[How Student Responses are Taken Up]				[Encouraging Multiple Solution Paths]				[Considering Correct Ideas Not Aligned to Lesson Goals]

								1		Only the first student that raises his/her hand is the one that gets called on.		1		Teacher does not attempt to further explicate student's thinking.		1				1		The task/introduction strongly suggests a single solution path.		1

								2		Beyond the first student, at least one other student who raised his/her hand gets called on to respond to a given question.		2		Teacher attempts to explain/re-phrase the students' thinking.		2				2		The task/introduction affords multiple potential solution paths.		2

								3		Teacher uses techniques to actively engage students who do not volunteer (e.g., wait time, popsicle sticks, cold calling).		3		Teacher probes student to further explicate his/her strategy/thinking.		3				3		The task/introduction encourages/requires multiple solution paths and/or the contrast of different solutions.		3



		G		Monitoring Whole Class Understanding - INFORMAL						How Deep was the Math Being Assessed?				How Many Students are We Getting Data From?				What Does the Teacher Do with This Information?

								1		The monitoring only involved checking answers (i.e., "How many of you got 3/4 for #17?")		1				1

								2		The monitoring had to do with assessing students' execution of a mathematical procedure.		2				2

								3		The monitoring asked students to explain their reasoning or answer a why question.		3				3



		H		Monitoring Whole Class Understanding - FORMAL						How Deep was the Math Being Assessed?				How Many Students are We Getting Data From?

								1		The monitoring only involved checking answers (i.e., "How many of you got 3/4 for #17?")		1

								2		The monitoring had to do with assessing students' execution of a mathematical procedure.		2

								3		The monitoring asked students to explain their reasoning or answer a why question.		3



		I		Student Seeks to Clarify Mathematical Ideas/Reveals Confusion						How Cognitively Demanding is the Response?				How Cognitively Demanding is the Student's Question?				How is the Question Taken Up?

								1		Teacher ignores or dismisses the question.		1		The student asks about whether an answer is correct or not (i.e., a "WHAT" question) or a non-specific question (e.g., "I don't know how to get started!")		1		Acknowledged but not responded to.

								2		Teacher gives an explanation directly answering the student's question.		2		The student asks a specific question about HOW to do a procedure.		2		Answered by teacher.

								3		Teacher engages the student/class in answering the question (e.g., acting as a guide).		3		The student asks WHY something works.		3		Students engaged in answering it.



		J		Scaffolding the Mathematics in the Tasks						[Maintaining Cognitive Demand]				[Providing a Variety of Entry Points]

								1				1

								2				2

								3				3

















		?		Leftover FCs						* Handling Student Reasoning *				*Nature of Student's Idea*				*Students' Opportunity to Engage the Task*				*Nature of Teacher's Solicitations*

								1		Teacher dismisses student's nascent strategy and tells the student to use the target strategy (e.g., that's fine, but today we want to practice X)		1		Most of the student responses during this chunk consisted of only single-word responses (e.g., IRE).		1		Teacher solves the task for students before they have a chance to engage it.		1		Most of the teacher's solicitations during this chunk consisted of IRE-style questioning.

								2		Teacher explains why it is more desirable to use the target strategy (e.g. in this case using strategy X will help us find the solution more easily).		2		Most of the student responses during this chunk consisted of procedures (possibly including an answer) for how to solve a problem.		2		Students are handed the task and are told to get started with no teacher intervention.		2		Most of the teacher's solicitations during this chunk were of a procedural nature (i.e., how students solved a problem).

								3		Teacher tries to pose questions or re-frame the task so as to motivate the need for the target strategy.		3		Most of the student responses during this chunk consisted of extended explanations (multiple sentences with a reason).		3		Teacher engages students in brainstorming possible approaches to the task without explicitly showing them how to do it.		3		Most of the teacher's solicitations during this chunk asked students to explain why their answer/procedure makes sense.



		L		Navigating a Task's Language or Context						*Who Does the Navigating*				N/A				*Opportunity to Engage Task as Written*

								1		Teacher does not check if students are comfortable with the language or problem context.		1				1		Teacher boils the language or context out of the task, leaving only the quantities needed to get an answer.		1

								2		Teacher checks if students are comfortabel with the language or problem context, but does the work for the kids (e.g., defines unfamiliar words for students, paraphrases the problem context).		2				2		N/A		2

								3		Students and teachers work collaboratively to build students' understanding of the language or context in the problem.		3				3		Teacher gives students an opportunity to work with the task as stated.		3



		M		Building a Situation Model						* Who Builds the Model *				N/A				N/A

								1		Teacher tells students which quantities are relevant to solving the problem but doesn't explain why they are relevant/important.		1				1				1

								2		Teacher explains why certain quantities are relevant to solving the problem.		2				2				2

								3		Teacher engages students in a discussion about which quantities are relevant to solving the problem and how they are related.		3				3				3



		N		Interpreting a Representation						N/A				N/A				* Interpreting/Connecting Representations *

								1				1				1		Participants only talk about parts of a representation, but not what they mean (e.g., this is called the x-axis, this is called the y-axis).		1

								2				2				2		Participants analyze parameter changes within a single representation		2

								3				3				3		Participants make connections between different types of representations		3



		O		Generating a Representation						* Who Generates? *				* Autonomy in Generation *				N/A

								1		Teacher generates a representation but doesn't explain how/why the representation comes about.		1		The task/teacher tells what representation to use.		1				1

								2		Teacher generates the representation but explains how/why he/she does so.		2		A representation is chosen, but there is no real discussion on why it is appropriate.		2				2

								3		Participants work cooperatively to generate a representation.		3		Participants determine which representation would be most appropriate to generate.		3				3



		P		Performing Calculations						* Accuracy During Calcuations *				N/A				* Justifying Results *

								1		Participants make calculations without any means of checking accuracy.		1				1		There is no justification of results.		1

								2		Teacher emphasizes calculational accuracy (e.g., be sure to be careful with negative signs here).		2				2		The teacher provides an explanation relating to context/checking calculations to justify the answer.		2

								3		Participants discuss techniques that can be used during calculations to check accuracy.		3				3		Participants work together to check the solution after it has been reached.		3



















































































































































































Key for Dimensions

		KEY		Dimensions of Teaching for Robust Student Understanding

				Rich Math

				Cognitive Demand

				Access

				Accountability / Authority

				Formative Assessment

				Algebra-Specific Stuff





Robustness Criteria

		Criteria for Teaching that Leads to Robust Student Understanding (tentative, as of 2011-10-11)

		When mathematics teaching in algebra is of the type that leads to robust student understanding:

		1. It focuses on robust mathematical thinking. The emphasis is on mathematics that is deep and connected, which requires sense making rather than procedures, and has a high cognitive demand. This type of mathematics is connected, sensible, and useful.

		2. It provides all students access to engage mathematics. Not only does the teaching target all students, but it makes expectations explicit for all learners. This also includes providing all learners access to positive mathematics identities, so that they can see themselves as doers of mathematics.

		3. The teacher supports students to do the reasoning, rather than reasoning for them. Students have opportunities to make sense of the mathematics for themselves, and construct explanations of the mathematics for themselves and others.

		4. It is diagnostic (i.e., rooted in student reasoning, through formative assessment). The teacher elicits, challenges, and builds upon student reasoning, and uses it to guide the lesson.

		5. Algebra is used as a tool for modeling situations. Students navigate the language of a situation to build a mathematical model of it, by representing the relevant quantities with appropriate algebraic representations.





How we View Interactions

		In order to score a lesson, we need to break it into manageable chunks.



		1. Episodes segment lessons temporally.

		2. Facets describe what types of activity are going on during an episode (this is neutral - we aren't making statements about what is and isn't important yet)

		3. Facet characteristics tell us how to score the types of activity taking place.





Guidelines for Coding

		How are we chunking episodes?

		1. An episode ends when the class moves to a new part of the problem

		2. An episode ends if a new mathematical idea/strategy is being talked about

		3. An episode ends if the class moves from whole class to small group (or vice versa)

		4. An episode can be anywhere from about 45 sec - about 5 min (all of them might not be the same duration)

		5. Episodes might have themes: teacher presents the task, students ask for clairification or elaboration, 

		How are we coding within a particular episode?

		1. Determine which facets apply.

		2. The rubrics (the 1-2-3's) for a given Facet get coded just once for a given episode

				e.g., if there were 3 instances of Facet G in a episode, the rubrics for Facet G would only get coded one time

		1. For example, for "Deciding who gets called on," you'd mark that each time a kid gets called on

		What's the deal with the Situations?

		1. We aren't using Situations anymore to chunk out the lesson

		A bit question - will there always be video - might we need an additional pass. 

		How are we going to count this stuff?

		1. Counting the # of instances of Episodes that contain particular Facets

		2. Looking at the scores of the Facet Characteristics/Rubrics (i.e., how many 3's, 2's, and 1's of Facet B were there?)

		3. Looking at the proportion of Facets and how they scored (i.e., One lesson had 6 instances of Facet B, and the majority of them were high quality (3's))





Rationale behind Re-design

		As of July 1, 2011:

		What is the design rationale behind the ACTION 3.1 prototyping work?

		The re-design of ACTION is intended to address 2 big pieces of feedback came out of the Advisory Board meeting in June:

		1. The current version of ACTION only records the (presumed) ideal types of classroom activity. That approach won't allow us to capture VARIATION (i.e., what the middle-of-the-road teacher is doing). 

		2. The current version of ACTION focuses solely on teacher moves. However, classroom activity is also about how STUDENTS take up those moves. Our scheme should capture the INTERACTIONAL nature of classroom activity.

		How are we re-thinking the EoIs?

		Currently, the EoIs are events to be checked off. After our first meeting, we are thinking about re-framing them as "situations" to pay attention to, in which 3 or 4 different scenarios might play out. What we'd be checking off now is 1 of those several scenarios.

		What are the implications for our scoring rubrics?

		Currently, the EoIs are tallied and bundled, and the total score is used to generate a rubric score from 1 -> 4 for a given EoI bundle. This was always considered a temporary solution that might require a more sophisticated approach...We've started talking about some possibilities for how we might need to rework the link between EoIs and the Scoring Rubrics. There are a few ideas on the table but nothing concrete yet.







Why not create equivalence classes, 
clustering all of these “things to look 

at” into meaningful categories?
Here is the result…

And then I realized…



The Five Dimensions of Powerful Mathematics Classrooms

The Mathematics

The extent to which 
classroom activity 
structures provide 
opportunities for 
students to become 
knowledgeable, 
flexible, and 
resourceful 
mathematical 
thinkers. Discussions 
are focused and 
coherent, providing 
opportunities to 
learn mathematical 
ideas, techniques, 
and perspectives, 
make connections, 
and develop 
productive 
mathematical habits 
of mind.

Cognitive 
Demand

The extent to which 
students have 
opportunities to 
grapple with and 
make sense of 
important 
mathematical ideas 
and their use. 
Students learn best 
when they are 
challenged in ways 
that provide room 
and support for 
growth, with task 
difficulty ranging 
from moderate to 
demanding. The 
level of challenge 
should be conducive 
to what has been 
called “productive 
struggle.”

Equitable Access 
to Mathematics

The extent to which 
classroom activity 
structures invite and 
support the active 
engagement of all 
of the students in 
the classroom with 
the core 
mathematical 
content being 
addressed by the 
class. Classrooms in 
which a small 
number of students 
get most of the “air 
time” are not 
equitable, no 
matter how rich the 
content: all students 
need to be involved 
in meaningful ways.

Agency, 
Ownership, and 

Identity

The extent to which 
students are provided 
opportunities to “walk 
the walk and talk the 
talk” – to contribute to 
conversations about 
mathematical ideas, 
to build on others’ 
ideas and have others 
build on theirs – in 
ways that contribute 
to their development 
of agency (the 
willingness to 
engage), their 
ownership over the 
content, and the 
development of 
positive identities as 
thinkers and learners.

Formative
Assessment

The extent to which 
classroom activities 
elicit student 
thinking and 
subsequent 
interactions respond 
to those ideas, 
building on 
productive 
beginnings and 
addressing emerging 
misunderstandings. 
Powerful instruction 
“meets students 
where they are” and 
gives them 
opportunities to 
deepen their 
understandings.



Note how this framework focuses 
on the student point of view. 

Four of the five dimensions have 
to do with the ways in which the 

students experience the 
mathematics.



What’s essential about this 
framework?

Here are 5 central points.



Five central points about TRU:
1. The TRU Dimensions are necessary and 

sufficient. That is, 

If things go well along all 5 dimensions, 
students will emerge from the 
classroom as powerful thinkers.
If things go badly along any of the 
dimensions, they will not.



Five central points about TRU:
2. TRU involves a fundamental shift in 

perspective, from teacher-centered to 
student-centered. 
The key question is not:
“Do I like what the teacher is doing?”
It is:
“What does instruction feel like, from 
the point of view of the student?”



Observe the Lesson Through a Student’s Eyes

The Content
• What’s the big idea in this lesson?
• How does it connect to what I already know?

Cognitive 
Demand

• How long am I given to think, and to make sense of things?
• What happens when I get stuck?
• Am I invited to explain things, or just give answers?

Equitable Access 
to Content

Agency, 
Ownership, and 

Identity

• What opportunities do I have to explain my ideas? In what ways 
are they built on?

• How am I recognized as being capable and able to contribute?

Formative 
Assessment

• How is my thinking included in classroom discussions?
• Does instruction respond to my ideas and help me think more 

deeply?

• Do I get to participate in meaningful math learning?
• Can I hide or be ignored? In what ways am I kept engaged?



Five central points about TRU:
3. TRU does not tell you how to teach, 

because there are many different ways 
to be an effective teacher. 

TRU serves to problematize instruction. 
That is: Asking, “how am I doing along this 
dimension; how can I improve?” can lead 
to richer instruction without imposing a 
particular style or norms on teachers.



Five central points about TRU:

4. TRU is NOT a tool or set of tools. 
TRU is a perspective regarding what 
counts in instruction, and  
TRU provides a language for talking 
about instruction in powerful ways. 
With this understanding, you can 
make use of any productive tools 
wisely.



But we have tools, of course…

See
http://TRUFramework.org



Five central points about TRU:

5. TRU doesn’t compete with other 
initiatives; it works with them 
and makes them stronger.

You can use it to “problematize” the 
approaches you take.



How does one go about validating it 
(in my own Western context)?

How does one build an R&D agenda?
How does one compare and contrast 

internationally? 

The challenge(s), if you think TRU might 
be a useful frame:



While creating the framework, look at 
videos of teachers known to be 

effective. Do they do well on the 
emerging framework?  

Validation, Part 1:



Show people videos and see what they 
comment on. Are their comments 

consistent with the categories in the 
framework?

Validation, Part 2:



Create a scoring rubric. Use a database 
that has classroom videos as well as 

classroom scores on tests of 
mathematical thinking and problem 
solving. See if scores on the rubric 

correlate with scores on the math tests. 

Validation, Part 3:



Create tools and make them widely 
available.

See https://truframework.org/
and 

http://map.mathshell.org/...

Building an R&D Agenda, 1







The TRU Conversation Guide is 
designed to foster reflective 

conversations about instruction.

A Tool for Planning for and Reflecting on 
Teaching



Frame each dimension with questions:

The Content
How do ideas from this unit/course develop in this lesson/lesson 

sequence?

Cognitive Demand
What opportunities do students have to make their own sense of 

important ideas?

Equitable Access to Content
Who does and does not participate in the meaningful work of the class, 

and how?

Agency, Ownership, and Identity 
What opportunities do students have to explain their own and respond 

to each other's ideas?

Formative Assessment
What do we know about each student's current thinking, and how can 

we build on it?



. . . and expand the questions,

to problematize instruction. 
That is: Ask a series of questions that 
help to plan for instruction that 
provides students with deeper 
opportunities along each of the five 
dimensions.



The TRU Conversation Guide





To support collegial observations, 

we offer the
TRU Observation Guide,

Which highlights things to look for is 
a lesson is going well.
The guide can be used by coaches or 
TLCs for planning and debriefing 
classroom observations…



The TRU Observation Guide





The first version of the Observation 
Guide was actually built by San 

Francisco Unified School District, and 
it’s being used in a number of school 

districts across the US.

So, these ideas work at the “ground 
level.” They’re not just “academic.”



As suggested above, make your tools 
widely available so other researchers 

can use them. Collaborate with school 
districts to get “real world data.”

Building an R&D Agenda, 2



TRU is used in New York, Chicago, and 
San Francisco. Many of our partners are 

building tools, adding to the work. 
Colleagues in China, England, France, 
Germany, Japan, Israel, and Singapore 

are also working with the ideas.

Collaborations:



Look into mechanism.
* What kinds of teacher learning 
communities can we support?
* How do we document changes in 
teacher understanding? In teachers’ 
practices? 
* In student behavior, as well as student 
learning?

Building an R&D Agenda, 3



I am particularly interested in how these 
ideas do or do not make sense in China. 
From what I know, there are some 
systematic differences in  cultural 
context:

International Comparisons



In China there is more of a focus on the 
teaching and the lesson, less on the 
students (compare Chinese and 
Japanese Lesson Study, for example). 
Does TRU, which is student-focused, 
seem too strange? 

Comparisons with China, Issue 1



TRU Dimension 4, “Agency, Ownership, 
and Identity” is a very Western idea. 
Does it make sense in the Chinese 
context?

Comparisons with China, Issue 2



I am collaborating with Yu-Liang Chang  
(張宇樑) from Taiwan. It will be good to 
see what directions our collaborations 
take, and if they can spread!

Comparisons with China to come…



Thank you!



Extras, part 1: 
What happens when people look at 

classroom videos.



Every time a group looks at videos, 
there are lots of comments about what 

the teachers are doing, and what it 
must feel like to be a student in their 

classrooms.



And every time, it is easy to 
organize everything they say into 

five categories.

Let’s see what we’ve got…



The 
Mathematics

Is it important, 
coherent, connected? 
Where are the big 
ideas? Are there 
opportunities for 
thinking and problem 
solving?



Cognitive
Demand

Do the students 
have opportunities 
for sense making –
for “productive 
struggle,” engaging 
productively with 
the mathematics?



Access and 
Equity

Who participates, 
in what ways? Are 
there 
opportunities for 
every student to 
engage in sense 
making? 



Agency and 
Identity

Do students have the 
opportunities to do 
and talk mathematics? 
Do they come to see 
themselves as “math 
people,” or people 
who cannot do 
mathematics?



Formative 
Assessment

Does classroom 
discussion reveal what 
students understand, 
so that instruction can 
be adjusted for 
purposes of helping 
students learn?



Do these tools make a difference?

Here are some data.



MDC = “Math design 
Collaborative,” which 
was designed to help 
implement the 
Formative Assessment 
Lessons.

The results: 



Participating teachers were expected to 
implement between four and  six Formative 
Assessment Lessons, meaning that students 
were engaged only 8-12 days of the school 
year. 

Nonetheless, the studies found statistically 
significant learning effects of approximately 
4.6 months for the Formative Assessment 
Lessons.



Why?

The teachers learn TRU-related 
techniques that they use in their 
regular instruction – our desired 

“multiplier effect.”



Here’s a recent study:
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